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Digital merit badge books

For the first time ever, it is now possible for a Scout to earn every merit badge eagle required using nothing more than the new interactive digital merit badge brochures. Or, put simply: the future is officially here. As first reported on Scouting Wire, interactive digital merit badge brochures are now available
for all merit badges eagle required. This includes those badges that allow Scouts to choose between two or three options. For example, to become an Eagle Scout, a young person must earn the badges of merit swimming or hiking or cycling. But whatever you choose, you'll have the interactive digital
merit badge booklet available for download right now. The same goes for emergency preparedness and life-saving merit badges and environmental science and sustainability merit badges. I updated you as the number of interactive brochures for digital merit badges has grown. There were four before.
Then eight. Then 13. Now that number is at 20. There are 17 elective badges of merit requested by L'Aquila and three. Electives are three logical candidates for what I call early digitization: Animation, Digital Technology, and Robotics. So why switch to interactive digital instead of the ink and paper merit
badge booklet? These perks are what he sold me: exclusive videos, including practical clips, career bios, virtual tours, and Search multimedia experiences, so you can quickly find simulations, animations, photo presentations, and Interactive Q&amp;A graphics Like everything digital, these don't take extra
space in your backpack. And you get everything at the same cost as print brochures: $4.99. You are getting the best value for money by going with the interactive digital edition. But do not take my word for it; check one yourself. Which merit badges are digital? Click on each title of the merit badge to be
taken on the ScoutStuff.org page. (Or see the full set here.) What's in it? Take a look: is it the same as what's on Amazon? Lol These interactive brochures with digital merit badges are not the same as digital merit badge brochures sold on Amazon.com. The big difference? Interactivity. Those on Amazon
are searchable and available on any device with a Kindle app, but they don't include the BSA's custom-designed interactive elements. Interactive digital merit badge brochures, on the other hand, are available on iPad, iPhone, Android, and web browser and include all of the BSA's resources for that merit
badge. No matter which version you choose - print, Amazon Kindle edition, interactive digital edition - you'll spend $4.99 at Where can I learn more? You can consider Boys' Life as your hub for all things related to these interactive digital merit badge brochures. Bookmark this page to find FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS, links to purchase interactive digital merit badge brochures, sample videos, and more. How do I these great things? See this step-by-step guide. The first table below shows the latest copyright/review dates for each of the current merit badge brochures and the date of the last change
to the requirements for each badge. It also contains the current BSA publication numbers and current SKUs for each booklet. The table also includes the dates of the Merit Badge Library list in the inner back cover of the current Scouts BSA Requirements book. We've also included some other progress
publications at the top of the table. A larger list can be found by clicking here. The second set of tables are lists of merit badges, arranged in chronological order by date of the last revision to the booklet and date of the last revision of the requirements (from the most recent to the oldest). When the content
has been updated in a merit badge booklet, BSA no longer changes the publication number from 33123 to 33123A, 33123B, etc. to indicate a new edition. BSA now keeps the publication number constant, but assigns a new stock keeping unit (SKU) to the booklet. The publication number appears in the
copyright statement near the front of the book and under the UPC code on the back cover. The SKU appears on the back cover, above the UPC code, and is used as an item number to sort from Scoutshop.org. In some cases, the publication number and SKU are the same, because no revisions have
been made since the brochure was first published. All merit badge brochures were reprinted, with new release issues, on August 1, 2008. In many of them, the only changes at that time were adding color to the content and covers of the booklet, while others had major or minor changes to the text and/or
requirements. As indicated in the Merit Badge Library list in the current Scouts BSA Requirements booklet, there is only one merit badge with a booklet with a copyright date prior to 2008 - Surveying. For that badge 2, the old and new brochures are interchangeable, with the only difference is the color
illustrations. So, in general, with that exception, Scouts should no longer use old black-and-white pamphlets. As new brochures are released, when they contain new requirements, scouts have the option to start with the new requirements as soon as the brochures are issued, or they can start working
using the old requirements until the next edition of the BSA scout requirements is issued. If a Scout starts working after issuing a new edition of the Scout BSA Requirements, they must use the new requirements. In any case, once a starts with a number of requirements can continue to use them until you
complete your badge or turn 18. If it has started using the old requirements, it also has the option to switch to the new requirements (which could mean in some cases starting over). As long as all requirements (old or new) that can earn the badge. However, it cannot use, for example, the old requirements
1, 3 and 5 and the new requirements 2, 4 and 6-8. If you find a booklet with a later publication or copyright date or more shares (SKUs) than we have listed below, write to us, with the name of the merit badge, BSA publication and inventory numbers (SKUs) (e.g. 35859 - 610461) and copyright date. (If it
only says Copyright 2005, 2015 Printing, it just means it's a new print without text changes. This category included most books reprinted in the new color format in August 2008.) If the brochure has also reviewed the requirements, a copy of these requirements would be appreciated so that you can update
this site. The requirements review dates in the following tables reflect the year in which revisions first appear in scout BSA requirements, which is often the year after the requirements are reviewed appear in a new edition of the Merit Badge booklet. . To our knowledge, there is nowhere on the web where
you can legally find free full copies of merit badge brochures published by BSA (with the exception of the four 2010 historical badges that were only available as free PDFs). The content of all brochures is copyrighted by BSA and uses the proceeds from the sale of the brochures to cover the cost of their
periodic review. If you find an online copy in PDF format, it has been scanned and published illegally. However, many of the merit badge brochures and a number of other BSA manuals and guides are available for purchase as Kindle books, through Amazon.com. And, at one point, BSA began selling
Digital Interactive merit badge brochures through Scoutshop.org. However, these digital interactive versions are no longer available. Always check the current edition of Scouts BSA Requirements, or this site, when you start a merit badge, to make sure you have the most up-to-date requirements, as they



may have changed since the booklet was printed. Landscape architecture and architecture, which are separate merit badges, with separate requirements, are now covered in a single booklet: architecture and landscape architecture. Before 2008, there were separate pamphlets for each badge. Music and
bugling, while separate merit badges, with separate requirements, are also covered in a booklet: Music and Bugling. Key for the colors used in the following tables: Green Text = Recent change to the booklet, requirements, or new name of the merit badge Information about the current requirements in the
following tables reflects the requirements issued until January 1, 2020. Information on the dates of are based on the List of Merit Badges in the 2020 Scouts BSA Requirements booklet. SKU numbers are based on listing as of March Scoutshop.org March 27, 2020, or previous information when brochures
have not been listed at that time (probably because they were sold out or new editions were being prepared). The availability of kindle editions shown below is based on the announcement on Amazon.com on April 23, 2020 and updated as indicated in the BRIAN ON SCOUTING blog article as reviewed
on May 13, 2020. Spanish versions of all 17 Eagle Required merit badges were released a number of years ago, but only a few are still listed on Scoutshop.org. At the moment it is not known to the USSSP if the others (whose SKU numbers are shown in RED italics). The copyright dates of the brochure
listed have NOT been verified and are not current, due to travel restrictions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. Please note that the dates and numbers of SKU shown on web pages with current requirements are NOT updated as often as the following list. Then the list on this page should be used when
the numbers of SKUs differ. Boy Scout Advancement Publications - Publication &amp; SKU Numbers and Revision Dates Publication Name Format KindleEditionAvailable? Current Publication Number Current SKU Date of Copyright Scouts BSA Handbook for Boys Coil Bound YES 648163 2019 Scouts
BSA Handbook for Girls Coil Bound YES 648768 2019 Scouts BSA Coil Requirements Bound YES 33216 2683801 2020 Staple Progress Guide SI 33088 648216 2019 The following listings show the current requirements review dates and the last dates of issue of the merit badge booklet (listed in the
requirements book), sorted by date. Merit Badge booklets (in paper format, Kindle or Interactive Digital) are now $4.99 each. However, if you order from the National Supply Service, keep in mind that they are obliged to charge sales tax unless you send a VAT exemption form with your order, and for print
versions there is a shipping/handling/shipping cost of $7.50 for orders up to $50.00 (1-10 brochures), $9.95 for orders between $50.00 (1-10 pamphlets), $9.95 for orders between $50.00 1 50.01 and $100.00 (11am-8pm brochures), $13.50 for orders between $100.01 and $150.00 (21-30 pamphlets),
$18.00 for orders between $150.01 and $200.00 (31-40 pamphlets) and $2 2.50 for those who have more than $200.00 (41 or more pamphlets), so ordering small quantities this way can be VERY expensive on a unit cost basis unless you order other items at once. These fees are based on standard
ground shipping to the United States. 2-day shipping adds an additional $13.00 to ground shipping costs, night shipping adds an additional $5.00. International shipping costs range from $25.00 to $62.50. The toll-free number to order via the BSA National Procurement Division is 1-800-323-0732, or you
can order online at the Here is a table of unit costs and costs for the ground shipment of small print orders Merit Badge Pamphlets only: These figures, and those of the previous paragraph are based on information on the website (Scoutshop.org) as of January 20, 2016 and do not include sales tax or
other items purchased at the same time. 1 booklet would cost $12.49 (4.99 + 7.50 S&amp;H) 2 would be $17.48 (8.74 each) 3 would be $22.47 (7.49 each) 34 would be $27.46 (6.57 each) 5 would be $32.45 (6.49 each) 6 would be $37..44 (6.24 each) 7 would be $7 42.43 (6.06 each) 8 would be $47.42
(5.93 each) 9 would be $52.41 (5.82 each) 10 would be $57.40 (5 49.90+ 7.50 S&amp;H) (5.74 each) 11 would be $64.84 (54.89 + 9.95 S&amp;H) (5.89 each) for orders of 12 or more booklets , the unit cost including shipping ranges between 5.82 and 5.16 A single purchase of all 134 merit badge
brochures, covering all 136 merit badges, would cost $668.66 + $22.50 S&amp;H for a total of $691.16. (plus sales tax for application) Page updated: July 23, 2020 2020
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